START SIMPLE. ADAPT EASILY.

Offering choice is essential when creating a space for an agile workforce. Xaxis’s thoughtful design and versatile components help you do more with less. Divide space and tailor workstation privacy as needed, while keeping the space feeling light and airy.

Also shown:
Task: Seating: Joya
Storage: Footprint
AHEAD OF THE CURVE

Looking for something beyond straight lines and square corners? With Xsede’s vast offering of versatile sizes and shapes, you can customize your workspace to comply with your needs. Create a natural flow of movement by incorporating curves, tapers, and arcs into Xsede workstations.

Also shown:
Task Seating: Wish / Storage: Footprint / Table: Dock
INVITING FOR ANYONE

The modern workspace is calling for diverse environments that allow people to work multiple ways. Whether your team is one or one hundred, Xside makes it easy to create an ideal space—supporting heads-down focus, lively collaboration, and everything in between.

Also Shown:
Task Seating: Wish / Storage: Priority
WORKS WITH A TEAM

Xeade blends easily across multiple platforms, letting you choose the solutions and materials needed to support the different types of work styles people engage in throughout the day.

Also shown
Task Seating: Jaya / Side Seating: Lusso / Ottoman: Joelle / Table: Dock
Storage: Footprint
THOUGHT STARTERS

Divide It Up
With storage between stations, workers have space to spread out and take ownership.

Lighten Your Space
Xside allows you to create privacy while still keeping the work space free and light.

Team Touchdown
An efficient space for mobile workers to touchdown.

OPTIONS & DETAILS
Please reference the price list for full statement of line.

Accessory Rail with Monitor Arm Mount
Accessory Rail with Frameless Glass
Powered Tech Tray with Wire Gap Worksurface

Power/Data In-Fed Channel
Ceiling Power/Data Pole
Tech Tile with USB and Power

Hi-Leg Support with Extended Upper Tile
Work Tools
End Panel

Media Cart
Shown with Monitor Display
Media Cart
Shown with Marker Board